The magnetic structure of the actinide dioxides (AnO 2 ) remains a field of intense research. A low-temperature experimental investigation of the magnetic ground-state is complicated by thermal energy released from the radioactive decay of the actinide nuclei. To establish the magnetic ground-state, we have employed high-accuracy computational methods to systematically probe different magnetic structures. A transverse 1k antiferromagnetic ground-state with Fmmm (No. 69) crystal symmetry has been established for UO 2 , whereas a ferromagnetic (111) ground-state with R % 3m (No. 166) has been established for NpO 2 . Band structure calculations have been performed to analyse these results.
Introduction
The magnetic ground-state of the actinide dioxides (AnO 2 ) is key to the design of reliable computational models. 1 The major actinides (An = U, Np, Pu) are challenging systems to study. The low-temperature characterisation of the AnO 2 magnetic groundstate is complicated by: the toxicity of the metals, 2-4 nucleonic radioactive decay, [2] [3] [4] and the inhomogeneity of samples. [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] To compensate for known radiogenic and experimental issues, computational methods offer a complementary means of investigation.
A number of experimental studies on the AnO 2 indicate Fm% 3m (No. 225) cubic symmetry, 11, 12 where the An 4+ cations occupy octahedral (4a) sites and the O 2À anions occupy tetrahedral (8c) sites. Low-temperature measurements of UO 2 have indicated the Pa% 3 (No. 205) crystal symmetry, which involves an internal distortion of the O 2À ions within the cubic lattice. 13 The magnetic structure of the AnO 2 is often inferred by the one-electron crystal electric field (Fig. 1) . In crystal-field (CF) theory, the 5f electrons are highly localized due to the insulating nature of these materials. Thus, the orbitals do not hybridize and the crystal field is influenced by the electrostatic potential. Therefore low-spin coupling is initially considered, with the crystal field as a perturbation. The spin-orbit interaction (SOI) 14 generates j = 7/2 and j = 5/2 electronic levels, whereby the degeneracy of the levels is further broken by the crystal field. The interpretation of the magnetic structure by CF theory is only valid for the one-electron case, 15, 16 whereas the magnetic structure of the AnO 2 involves the complex interplay of spin-lattice, magneto-elastic, super-exchange, multipolar and cooperative Jahn-Teller interactions. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] The type of magnetism can be classified into paramagnetic (PM); diamagnetic (DM); ferromagnetic (FM); anti-ferromagnetic (AFM); and ferrimagnetic (FI) behaviour. 1 In DM materials, as all electrons are paired, no magnetic moments are associated with the individual ions and as a result the net magnetic moment of the crystal is zero. The only magnetic response is a weak repulsion in an applied magnetic field. In ordered FM, AFM or FI materials, a magnetic moment is formed by unpaired electrons. These magnetic moments may couple resulting in a periodic arrangement. If the magnetic moments are aligned in one dimension, the material is FM and has a net crystal moment. The direction of the magnetic moment may vary, resulting in FM (111), (011) or (001) states in the Fm% 3m crystal. If the magnetic moments are opposed, the material is AFM and no net magnetic moment exists. In the propagation vector formulism, contributions can be combined from a number of symmetry-related wavevectors. These are termed multi-k structures. 1 In the following article, single (1k), double (2k), and triple (3k) structures have been considered.
If the opposing magnetic moments on the ions are unequal, the material is FI and the crystal has a net magnetic moment.
If the magnetic moments are decoupled, the material is PM and there is no ordered distribution. The net magnetic moment of the crystal will average to zero. In addition, an isolated ion is said to be PM if it has a magnetic moment. 22 As the magnetic moment of the An 4+ ions (in stoichiometric AnO 2 ) are equal (due to the occupation of chemically equivalent sites) the FI state cannot exist. In addition, significant exchange interactions are expected to be present and cause magnetic order. As a result, neither FI or PM is considered in this study. The manifestation of metastable states and the juxtaposition of energy levels makes the determination of the magnetic ground-state challenging. In this paper, the magnetic structures of the AnO 2 are calculated for multiple configurations (Table 1) .
The magnetic wavevectors are directed along the main axes of the crystal unit cell. The final magnetic moment of each ion is calculated using the Pythagorean theorem in eqn (1) .
The magnitude of the vector (m) is calculated from its orthogonal (m k ) components. To correctly access the noncollinear 2-3k AFM states, SOI must be considered. The crystal structure is coupled by SOI 14 to the magnetic state. In the high-temperature PM state, the Fm% 3m (No. 255) crystal structure is stabilized by the intrinsic magnetic disorder ( Fig. 2) . At low-temperature (T = 30.8 K), the ordered FM and AFM configurations can cause a crystallographic distortion due to an imbalance of magnetic forces. The extent of the disruption is dependent upon the magnitude of the magnetic forces within the crystal. Low-temperature (T o 30.8 K) measurements of the AnO 2 magnetic ground-state are extremely challenging, due to: thermal energy generated by the radioactive decay of the actinide nuclei, the inhomogeneity of samples and high chemical sensitivity to environmental conditions. [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] In this paper, the low-temperature magnetic structure of UO 2 and NpO 2 is investigated using firstprinciple methods. In addition, a computationally tractable method for the inclusion of magnetic order in the AnO 2 has been developed that can be applied to larger systems. 132 A key difficulty in the computational investigation of the AnO 2 is the treatment of: relativistic influences, electron-correlation, and complex magnetic structures. The correct electronic structure of the AnO 2 cannot be calculated by conventional density functional theory (DFT) based methods, 31, 32 due to the high degree of electroncorrelation, 33 which often manifests as an underestimation of the electronic band-gap. 9, 34 To compensate, numerous methods have been developed such as, the self-interaction correction (SIC) method, 35 modified density functional theory (DFT+U), 31, 32, [36] [37] [38] dynamic mean field theory (DMFT), 39 and hybrid density functionals. [40] [41] [42] Of these methods, DFT+U offers a computationally 43 By comparison, hybrid functionals offer one of the more accurate, but computationally highly expensive methods.
The computationally intense nature of DMFT has been highlighted by a number of authors, but even this method has incorrectly calculated the early AnO 2 as charge-transfer insulators. 39, [44] [45] [46] [47] In addition to the highly-correlated and relativistic nature of actinide compounds, the identification and modelling of the magnetic ground-state is incredibly challenging. A limited number of publications have investigated noncollinear contributions, [48] [49] [50] and collinear 1k AFM order is often used to model the electronic structure. 9, 34, 42, 49, [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] The inclusion of spin-orbit interactions (SOI) 14 is often ignored, 34, 46, 48, [60] [61] [62] 64 although a number of investigations have highlighted its importance. 33, 48 This is mainly due to the computational cost. 63 The magnetic structure of UO 2 displays interesting characteristics. In the Russell-Saunders (low-spin) coupling scheme, the ground-state of the U 4+ ion is a 3 H 4 (G 5 triplet) multiplet. 15, 16, 48 Low-temperature measurements of (U 1Àx Th x )O 2 confirm a G 5 triplet magnetic ground-state. 65 A discontinuous first-order phase transition (Néel temperature, T N = 30.8 K 66 ) that is indicative of magnetic order has been confirmed by: heat capacity, 67, 68 magnetic susceptibility 5 and neutron diffraction 69-71 measurements. The nature of the magnetic ground-state has been investigated by numerous authors. Initial neutron diffraction measurements indicated a collinear 1k AFM 15, 16 ground-state, coupled with a homogeneous lattice distortion. 19 Later studies suggested an internal Jahn-Teller distortion 66, [71] [72] [73] [74] of the O 2À ions, but no evidence has been found for a reduction in the external cubic crystal symmetry. 69, 71, 74, 75 On further investigation, noncollinear 2k AFM order was proposed due to internal crystallographic distortion. 71, 74 Finally, low-temperature (T o 30.8 K) neutron diffraction measurements of UO 2 have confirmed an internal Pa% 3 (No. 205) crystallographic distortion, where the displacement of the O 2À ions is 0.014 Å, 13, 20, 71, 74 which is indicative of transverse 3k AFM order. 13, 33, 76 Anti-ferroquadrupolar ordering favours Pa% 3 (No. 205) crystal symmetry by minimizing quadrupolar and exchange terms. 18 Neutron diffraction measurements have determined an ordered effective magnetic moment of 1.74 m B per U ion, 71 whereas the transverse 3k AFM ground-state has been inferred by inelastic neutron scattering (INS), 77 resonant X-ray scattering (RXS) 72 and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 20 measurements. In terms of the electronic structure, the f-f Mott-Hubbard insulating character of UO 2 with a band-gap of 2.00-2.50 eV 2,78,79 has been established by optical adsorption, 2,79 X-ray adsorption (XAS), 3,78,80 X-ray photoemission (XPS), [81] [82] [83] [84] bremsstrahlung isochromatic spectroscopy (BIS), 83, 84 resonant photoemission spectroscopy (RPES), 85 inverse photoemission spectroscopy (IPES) 86 and theoretical methods. 48, 87, 88 In the past, multiple investigations of UO 2 have focused on the Fm% 3m (No. 225) crystal structure, 11, 18, 69, 80, 89, 90 but in this study, in addition to the experimental AFM ground-state, the energetics of the DM and FM configurations have been considered for comparison with previous theoretical considerations. 91, 92 By comparison, the magnetic ground-state of NpO 2 is highly complex and marred by several inconsistencies. 22 In crystal field theory, the Np 4+ ion results in the 4 I 9/2 (G 8 quartet) configuration. Indeed, the tetravalent f 3 nature of the Np 4+ ion has been confirmed by Mossbauer isomer shift spectroscopy. 93 At low-temperature (T = 25.4 K), a first-order PM-AFM phase transition has been indicated by magnetic susceptibility 94 and specific heat capacity measurements. 95, 96 In addition, a longitudinal 3k AFM ground-state coupled to Fm% 3m (No. 225) crystal symmetry has been inferred from resonant X-ray scattering 73 (10 K o T o 17 K) and 17 O NMR measurements (T = 17 K). 97 The absence of an external distortion of the cubic cell further indicates noncollinear 3k AFM behavior. 96 In contrast, lowtemperature Mossbauer (T = 1.5 K) 93 and neutron diffraction (12 K o T o 30 K) 98 measurements have failed to identify a magnetic moment. The upper limit for the magnetic moment set by muon spin rotation measurements (0.3 K o T o 25.4 K) is 0.06-0.15 m B per Np ion, 22, 99 whereas the upper limit for the magnetic moment set by Mössbauer spectroscopy is 0.01 m B per Np ion. 93 The absence of a measurable local magnetic moment is inconsistent with the idea of magnetic order and the nature of the small-moment AFM state is unresolved. 22 As a Kramers ion, i.e. an ion with an uneven number of valence electrons, the ground Np 4+ state should order magnetically in the absence of interactions that break time-reversal symmetry conditions. A mechanism by which the magnetic moment of the Np 4+ ion can be suppressed is AFM super-exchange, 22 which is the coupling between moment-bearing cations via nominally DM anions. 100, 101 The inhomogeneous nature of NpO 2 samples has hindered experimental investigation. 96, 102 For instance, the extreme difficulty in manufacturing large single-crystal samples impacts the search for low-temperature (T o 25.4 K) crystallographic distortions. 96, 103 In the past, the detection threshold of neutron diffraction measurements was limited to 0.02-0.03 Å. 22 By comparison, crystallographic distortions of isostructural UO 2 are of the order of 0.01-0.02 Å. 19 In a search for low-temperature (T o 25.4 K) anharmonic effects in NpO 2 by neutron diffraction (12 K o T o 30 K) 98 and in an independent RXS (9 K o T o 25 K) study, 96 no evidence of a dynamical distortion of the O 2À ions was found. However, Mossbauer spectroscopy (T = 1.5 K) of NpO 2 has indicated an internal O 2À ion distortion inferred by the small broadening of spectroscopic lines. 93 In addition, inelastic neutron scattering (INS) (5 K o T o 25 K) studies 104, 105 indicate an internal O 2À ion distortion of 0.02 Å, which is reminiscent of the internal O 2À ion distortion in UO 2 . The internal O 2À ion distortion may result in Pa% 3 (No. 205) crystal symmetry that is indicative of transverse 3k AFM behaviour, although this has yet to be experimentally confirmed.
The upper-limit of the magnetic moment (0.01-0.15 m B per Np ion) indicates that NpO 2 is a small-moment system. 22, 93, 96, 99 To our knowledge, small moments have only been identified in heavy-fermion metals [106] [107] [108] and has yet to be identified in insulators. In this regard, computational investigations of PuO 2 have indicated the existence of an unconfirmed small-moment insulating magnetic ground-state. 1 For instance, multiple DFT calculations have indicated an AFM ground-state, which contrasts with the DM state established by experimental methods. [109] [110] [111] [112] The mechanisms behind such an intriguing electronic states are not yet fully understood; where, the crystal and magnetic structures of NpO 2 remain unresolved.
Computational methodology
A noncollinear relativistic computational study of the AnO 2 (An = U, Np) magnetic structure by the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) code has been conducted. 35, 39, 113 The investigation considers: hybrid Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06), [40] [41] [42] PBEsol+U, [36] [37] [38] and PBEsol 31,32 functionals. 31, 32, [36] [37] [38] A planewave basis set with a kinetic energy cut-off of 500 eV has been used. The following valence electrons have been considered for: uranium (6s 2 , 7s 2 , 6p 6 , 6d 2 5f 2 ), neptunium (6s 2 , 7s 2 , 6p 6 , 6d 2 5f 3 ), and oxygen (2s 2 , 2p 4 ). The influence of noncollinear magnetic behaviour and SOI 14 has also been included. The spin quantisation axis is defined by (0, 0, 1) plane, from which magnetic and spinor-like values are calculated. An ionic relaxation with the conjugate gradient algorithm has been completed. 114 The space group has been evaluated to 10 À5 Å based on a symmetry analysis of the unit cell. Images are visualized by the VESTA code. 115 As a computationally intensive method, hybrid functionals incorporate Hartree-Fock (HF) exchange energy into the DFT formulism. In this study, the hybrid HSE06 functional has been used. [40] [41] [42] 116 The integration of the Brillouin zone has been calculated from a G-centred (4Á4Á4) k-point grid with the conventional Gaussian method. 117
The terms define the exchange-correlation HSE06 energy (E HSE XC ), an adjustable constant (a), the short-range (SR) interaction energy and the long-range (LR) interaction energy. The adjustable screening (m) modifier in the HSE06 functional is 0.207 Å À1 . Calculations were performed until self-consistency was reached for the electronic and ionic thresholds of 1 Â 10 À6 eV and 1 Â 10 À2 eV A À1 , respectively.
To capture the highly-correlated nature of f-electron compounds, DFT+U offers a more computationally tractable method. 31, 32, [36] [37] [38] The on-site Coulomb repulsion of the An 5f-electrons has been treated by the rotationally invariant Liechtenstein et al. DFT+U 31, 32, [36] [37] [38] formulism, 37 where the Coulomb (U) and exchange ( J) modifiers are treated as independent variables:
The double counting energy term (E dc ), the on-site occupancy matrix (n) and the spin index (s) are denoted by the terms in parentheses. Note: the Dudarev et al. 36 formulism and Liechtenstein et al. 37 formulism when J = 0.00 eV are identical. 118 The performance of numerous exchange-correlation functionals and J on noncollinear magnetic materials has been investigated. 33, 118 The anisotropic nature of the f-states has been shown to increases with J (and with U), and therefore J is ignored in this study. 33, 48, 118 In an earlier study on the AnO 2 , the performance of multiple DFT functionals was tested; 33 where, the PBEsol functional had been proven to be the most effective. The exchange-correlation energy is therefore evaluated by the PBEsol functional. 119 The integration of the Brillouin zone is performed with a G-centred (5Á5Á5) k-point grid, 117 using the Blöchl tetrahedron method. 120 Self-consistent calculations were performed until convergence was reached for the respective electronic and ionic thresholds of 1 Â 10 À8 eV and 1 Â 10 À3 eV A À1 . For the optical absorbance calculation, the k-point mesh is 15Á15Á15; for band structure calculations, the Fmmm degenerate transverse 1-2k AFM HSE06 ground-state has been calculated ( 13 whereas the crystallographic Pa% 3 (No. 205) distortion of the transverse 3k AFM state agrees with neutron diffraction measurements. 13, 20, 71, 74 To reduce the computational cost and to further probe the magnetic ground-state, the relative energetics of competing magnetic phases have been calculated with PBEsol+U. The relative energetics of the magnetic states are influenced by the U modifier (Fig. 3) . In contrast to hybrid HSEE06 calculations, the highly-energetic PBEsol+U DM state is stable. In our calculations, the metallic FM (111) ground-state, calculated by PBEsol (U = 0 eV), is inconsistent with the experimental data. Indeed, under no circumstance is the insulating nature of UO 2 reproduced when U = 0 eV, which illustrates the failure of pure DFT to account for the highly localized character of the 5f electrons. The insulating nature of UO 2 , which is well-described experimentally, can be reproduced computationally when U = 3-4 eV. The introduction of the U modifier immediately results in an AFM ground-state. The nature of the AFM ground-state is, however, dependent on the U constraint. A degenerate longitudinal 2-3k AFM and transverse 1-3k AFM ground-state is formed when U = 1-7 eV. In comparison with HSE06 calculations, the relative degeneracy of the transverse 1-2k AFM PBEsol+U ground-states has also been shown. In relation to past theory, the DM is considerably higher in energy and therefore physically unrealistic.
Results & discussions
The low-temperature crystal structure of UO 2 shows Pa% 3 crystal symmetry indicated by neutron scattering and X-ray diffraction measurements. 13 In our calculations, the transverse 3k AFM state results in cubic Pa% 3 (No. 205) crystal symmetry, and is consistent with experimental information. 13 As a model of the cubic crystal structure at low-temperature, the collinear 1k AFM states are an invalid approximation. The transverse 1k AFM with orthorhombic Fmmm (No. 69) symmetry differs from the longitudinal 1k AFM state with tetragonal I4/mmm (No. 139) symmetry. The magnetic moment of UO 2 is 1.74 m B per U ion, reported by neutron diffraction measurements. 69, 71, 74 In our calculations, the magnetic moment of the U ion is underestimated by DFT+U and the hybrid HSE06 functional with the closest approximation obtained by the FM (111) states. In terms of the lattice volume, no discernible change is detected between the ordered magnetic states, but the lattice volume is considerably lower in the DM state.
3.1.2 Electronic structure. The electronic structure of the transverse 3k AFM state for UO 2 has previously been calculated by first-principles methods (U = 3.35 eV, J = 0.00 eV); 33 however, a degenerate transverse 1-2k AFM ground-state has been identified by HSE06 and PBEsol+U calculations. As experimental static low-frequency dynamical magnetic measurements 22 and initial neutron diffraction 15, 16 studies found a transverse 1k AFM ground-state, the electronic structure of the transverse 1k AFM ground-state has been calculate by PBEsol+U (U = 3.50 eV, J = 0.00 eV). The modifier is consistent with other studies within the literature and mirrors the experimental band-gap information (Fig. 4) . In contrast, collinear 1k AFM calculations by constrained random phase approximation (cRPA) methods were obtained with U = 5.70 eV and J = 0.40 eV, 122 i.e. considerably higher than in the literature. 48, 83, 90, 123, 124 In the density of states (DoS), the valence band maximum (VBM) and conduction band minimum (CBM) are mainly comprised of uranium f-states. The U d-states are significantly higher in Note: the initial DM HSE06 state is unstable; a relaxed, highly-energetic FM (852) state has been identified.
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Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2019, 21, 760--771 | 765 Table 3 ). The electronic structure of the transverse 3k AFM is also shown; here, the degeneracy of the bands is noticeably perturbed by noncollinear order.
Neptunium dioxide
3.2.1 Magnetic structure. In this section we have calculated the relative energetics for each magnetic state, the band-gap, the magnetic moment of the Np ion, and the crystal structure for NpO 2 . Note: as of the f 3 nature of the Np 4+ Kramers ion, the DM configuration is physically unrealistic. In our hybrid functional HSE06 calculations, the transverse 3k AFM state is only 0.002 eVÁformula unit À1 higher in energy than the FM (111) ground-state ( Table 4 ). The transverse 3k AFM state results in Pa% 3 (No. 205) crystal symmetry, which satisfies observations of noncollinear magnetic behaviour and the inferred internal crystallographic distortion. However, the magnetic moment is anomalously high and does not fit the picture of a small-moment AFM state. As with UO 2 and PuO 2 , 1 the crystal symmetry and magnetic structure of NpO 2 are coupled by SOI. The low temperature crystal structure of NpO 2 is unresolved, but thus far, Pa% 3 (No. 205) and Pn% 3m (No. 224) structures have been inferred from RXS measurements. 125 The HSE06 results above are emulated by PBEsol+U (Fig. 5 ). The FM (111) ground-state, calculated by PBEsol, independent of the U modifier, results in R% 3m (No. 166) symmetry as a result of a trigonal distortion of the unit cell. However, this structure is inconsistent with current experimental data. A number of experimental investigations have strongly indicated an AFM ground-state, although the nature of the magnetic moment has thus far not been determined. No evidence of a trigonal R% 3m (No. 166) crystallographic distortion has been reported, but noncollinear 3k AFM behaviour has been identified, where the domain is unresolved. 96, 97, 105, 125, 128 From our calculations, only the noncollinear 3k AFM states result in cubic symmetry. The transverse 3k AFM state is marginally lower in energy than the longitudinal 3k AFM state (Table 4) , with the external cubic symmetry retained in both cases.
The electronic structure of NpO 2 is influenced by the magnetic state. The measured optical absorbance band-gap of NpO 2 epitaxial thin films is 2.85 eV. 126 In our calculations, the correct insulating nature of NpO 2 is reproduced when U = 4-6 eV for all magnetic states. In this range, the relative energy differences between the longitudinal 3k AFM, transverse 2-3k AFM, and the FM (111) states are minimal.
The longitudinal 3k AFM state results in Fm% 3m (No. 225) symmetry, which is supported by RXS measurements. In contrast, the transverse 3k AFM state results in Pa% 3 (No. 205) symmetry, characterized by an internal O 2À distortion of 0.011 Å. The distortion is equal to that implied by Mossbauer spectroscopy 93 and INS 104, 105 measurements. In theory, the noncollinear AFM 104, 105 domain can be established by its crystalline environment, but the distortion cannot be confirmed as this is below the instrument resolution. In terms of the lattice volume, no discernible change between different magnetic states is observed. As mentioned above, the magnetic moment of the Np ions is unresolved. Experimentally, the NpO 2 system appears to be a small-moment system, but this picture cannot be confirmed by first-principle methods. The magnetic moment of the Np ions in the FM states decreases from 2.77 m B per Np ion to 2.68 m B per Np ion when U ranges from 0-7 eV, whereas in AFM states, it increases from 2.35 m B per Np ion to 2.71 m B per Np ion for the same values of U = 0-7 eV. In contrast with low-temperature experimental measurements, the calculated magnetic moment is considerably greater. A superexchange-type mechanism in NpO 2 could result in a small-moment system, for which DFT-based methods have been shown to be unsuitable. 19, 22, 129 It is noted that in reference to the high-temperature PM state, the calculated magnetic moment is in close agreement.
3.2.2 Electronic structure. No experimental information on NpO 2 exists to support a FM (111) ground-state. The unopposed and overwhelming consensus is that NpO 2 possesses an AFM ground-state. 96, 98, 105, 128, 130 The influence of entropy on the lowtemperature magnetic state is unknown, which is believed to impact the magnetic ground-state. In addition, the influence of phonon activity on dynamic stability has yet to be studied. The calculated transverse 3k AFM state is consistent with observation of: external cubic symmetry, and noncollinear magnetic behaviour. In addition, the inferred internal O 2À distortion is identical to observations of Pa% 3 crystal symmetry in UO 2 . 13 We therefore employed the same approach used for UO 2 , whereby the electronic structure of the transverse 3k AFM (U = 4.25 eV) has been calculated by the PBEsol functional (Fig. 6 ). The electronic structure of the longitudinal 3k AFM state with Fm% 3m crystal symmetry has been shown for comparison; here, the U (5.00 eV) and J (0.75 eV) values are taken from an earlier investigation. 33, 48 In the transverse 3k AFM state, the CMB is formed equally of oxygen p-states and neptunium f-states, indicating that NpO 2 shares both Mott and charge-transfer characteristics. In contrast, the longitudinal 3k AFM state predominately results in a charge-transfer insulator. 33 The charge-transfer characteristics are likely due to the absence of an exchange modifier that otherwise serves to reduce the effective Np magnetic moment. In both instances, the Np d-states have no significant role in chemical bonding interactions. The band structure reveals a direct R-centred band-gap of 2.79 eV, which compares with a calculated optical absorbance of 2.81 eV. Finally, the calculated bulk modulus of NpO 2 for the longitudinal 3k AFM state is 214 GPa, whereas the bulk modulus for the transverse 3k AFM state is 215 GPa ( Table 5 ).
Conclusions
The magnetic structure of UO 2 and NpO 2 has been investigated by first-principles methods. The influence of the magnetic structure on crystal symmetry is considered, and has been observed in other systems. 1 The direction and magnitude of the ionic magnetic forces in the AnO 2 introduce stresses within the crystal, which influences the low-temperature structure. In our calculations, the crystal structure and magnetic environment are closely interlinked. The experimental cubic environment is only preserved by noncollinear 3k AFM states. The longitudinal 3k AFM state results in Fm% 3m (No. 225) crystal symmetry, whereas the energetically marginally more favourable transverse 3k AFM state results in Pa% 3 (No. 205) crystal symmetry, with a distortion of the O 2À ions of 0.011 Å. In contrast, the collinear 1k AFM states, often employed in past investigations, result in either an orthorhombic Fmmm (No. 69) or tetragonal I4/mmm (No. 139) distortion. 131 A degenerate transverse 1-2k AFM ground-state for UO 2 has been calculated, where the transverse 1k AFM state is in agreement with both static and low-frequency measurements of spin-wave excitations. 22 The result contradicts the transverse 3k AFM state with Pa% 3 (No. 205) crystal symmetry found by: INS, 77 RXS, and NMR measurements. 20, 77 As the ordered magnetic states are in close energetic proximity (o0.026 eV F.U. À1 ), thermal fluctuations are thought to play a significant role and the influence of entropy on the dynamic stability remains unknown. In addition, a FM (111) NpO 2 ground-state with R% 3m (No. 166) has been found. This contradicts resonant X-ray scattering 73 and 17 O NMR measurements. 97 In contrast, the transverse 3k AFM state with Pa% 3 (No. 205) crystal symmetry is only 0.001 eV higher in energy. This magnetic structure has been linked to experimental measurements. 96, 98, 105, 128, 130 The insulating nature of NpO 2 is reproduced by PBEsol+U when U = 4-6 eV for all magnetic configurations. In this study, the existence of a small-moment system cannot be confirmed. 22, 106, 107 As the magnetic ground-sate from HSE06 calculations can be realised by PBEsol+U (where an appropriate U value has been chosen), PBEsol+U offers a means of modelling the electronic structure in larger systems. 132 To keep the methodology concurrent with the commonly used Dudarev et al. formulism, the choice of U for transverse 1k AFM UO 2 (3.50 eV) and transverse 3k AFM NpO 2 (4.25 eV) where J = 0.00 eV has been shown. To avoid the crystallographic distortion of cubic symmetry found in the transverse 1k AFM UO 2 state, transverse 3k AFM (U = 3.35 eV, J = 0.00 eV) order can also be used to emulate the electronic structure.
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